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ABSTRACT
It was the evangelical Christian publicists in the
tract and Bible societies who first dreamed of genuinely mass
media--that is, they proposed to deliver the same printed message to
everyone in America. To this end, organizations such as the American
Bible Society and the American Tract Society helped to develop, in
the very earliest stages, the modern printing and distribution
techniques associated with the reading revolution in the nineteenth
century. Their successes were not as extravagant as their dreams, but
by 1830--long before the success of the penny press, or the dime
novel, or the cheap magazine--in some sections of the country, they
had nearly achieved their goal of delivering their message to
everyone. It was the will to print, not the way to print, that first
led American evangelicals into the business of mass media. Eventually
this will drove the organizers of the Bible and tract societies to
adopt better ways to reach the best end. One step was to seek and to
promote new printing technology that would be more efficient for mass
publication: stereotyping, stem-powered printing, and machine
papermaking. Another step was to put aside denominational differences
to build a genuine national organization for systematic distribution.
A third step was to raise money. For both the American Tract Society
and the American Bible Society, the period 1829-1831 was the time of
realization that the creation of mass media was possible in America.
Many secular associations would eventually adopt the printing,
distribution, and organizational methods of these two societies. One
of the first was the American Anti-Slavery Society, whose experience
with mass media in the 1830s suggests that the pioneering work of the
Bible and tract societies had far reaching implications. (HOD)
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IN THE EARLY SPRING of 1815, the Rev. William
Dickey of Salem, Kentucky, made his way down to the little wharf at the
confluence of the Ohio and Cumberland rivers to pick up a package that
had arrived for him by riverboat. The package was a bundle of religious
tracts sent by the Rev. Samuel Mills, who was then touring the West as
an agent of the Massachusetts Missionary Society. They were the first
religious tracts Dickey had ever seen. "I read them eagerly," he wrote to
Mills, "and was glad to have it in my power, to give away a present, so
suitable, and so acceptable, to many a destitute family. I directed those
who received them, to read them over and over, and then hand them to

their neighbours. Be assured, Sir, they have excited considerable interest among all classes. Religious Tracts have been much desired by us,
ever since we heard of Societies of this kind. That so many numbers, and
6,000 of each, should be printed for gratuitous distribution, astonishes
cur people. They say, It is the Lord's doing, and marvellous in our eyes."'
The Rev. Dickey's parishioners were understandably astonished, for
what they were witnessing, even there in the wilderness of western Kentucky, were the first stirrings of something new in America: mass media.

It wasn't really the Lord's doing, however; in this case it was the very
human work of the New England Tract Society. The New England group
was one of dozens of tract and Bible societies that had sprouted up in the
decade between 1805 and 1815. These groups gradually coalesced into
two large national organizations: the American Bible Society (1816) and

the American Tract Society (1825). The work of the Bible and tract
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societies of the early republic did not bring about the millennium of Christ

as their founders had hoped. The importance of these societies in
American history may lie elsewhere, for they helped to lay the foundation
for mass media in America through their pioneering work in mass printing and mass distribution of the written word.
The Popularization of Print

Historians have long been interested in the revolution in popular
reading habits in the United States during the first half of the 19th century. Students of the book trade have pointed to the rise of the popular
American novel, especially the works of James Fenimore Cooper after
1821, as a kind of takeoff stage in the popularization of print.' Historians
of journalism have seen a similar critical threshold for the newspaper industry in the development of the popular "penny press" after 1833.3
Scholars have long debated the sources of this transformation, and a
rather long list of "causes" has been assembled. Most of these can be
classified as technological (improved printing, papermaking, and
transportation), economic (improved business organization, growth of
consumer manufactures and advertising, and population movements), or
'political (democratization of government and growth of public schooling).
In this essay I propose to add the classification "evangelical." Perhaps

more than anything else, the missionary impulse

first in purely

religious crusades and then in more secular reform movements lay at
the foundation of the popularization of print in the 19th century. Though
the growth of popular fiction and newspaper journalism in the early 19th
century certainly had a profound and lasting impact on the popularization
of print, it seems that it was the evangelical Christian publicists in the Bible and tract societies who first dreamed the dream of a genuinely mass
that is, they proposed to deliver the same printed message to
medium
everyone in America. To this end, these organizations helped to develop,
in the very earliest stages, the modern printing and distribution techniques associated with the reading revolution in the 19th century. Of course
the successes of the Bible and tract societies were not as extravagant as

their dreams. But the results of their efforts were remarkable
long before the
nonetheless. By 1830 in some sections of the country
success of the penny press or the dime novel or the cheap magazine

they had nearly achieved their goal of delivering their message to
everyone.
The Missionary Impulse

It was thp will to print, not the way to print, that first led American
evangelicals into the business of mass media. By the 1820s the Bible and
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tract societies would emerge as leaders in both printing technology and
the organization of national distribution networks. But such was not the
case at the beginning, in the first decade of the 19th century. The first efforts at organized evangelism through print in America were based upon
long standard printing technology and traditional styles of local organization. It was the intensity of the missionary impulse that was new.
For many pious Christians, especially those with Federalist and proBritish political leanings, the turn of the 18th century was a time of grim
foreboding. For them, the French Revolution had displayed vividly the
excesses of both democracy and religious infidelity. Now, with the election of 1800, Jefferson, the arch democrat and infidel himself, was in
power; and the political fortunes of the traditional Standing Order were
bleak. It was a double burden for the conservative Christian Federalist.
Not only was orthodox religion apparently under assault, but American
government, both national and local, seemed increasingly disinclined to
intervene on the side of traditional civil and ecclesiastical authority. With
political power slipping from their grasp, many prominent Federalists
and evangelical Christians turned to private voluntary associations and
corporations to conduct the work o: religious and moral regeneration.'

One such displaced Federalist was Elias Boudinot, friend of
Washington, former president of the Continental Congress, leader of the
Hamilton forces in the House of Representatives in the 1790s, and prominent Presbyterian layman. In 1801, out of power and seemingly out of
step with the times, the 60-year-old founding father published his first
book, The Age of Revelation, a fundamentalist denunciation of Thomas
Paine's Age of Reason and the whole spirit of the French Enlightenment.
In the preface of the book, Boudinot wrote how shocked and dismayed he
had been to learn "that thousands of copies of the Age of Reason had been
sold at public auction, in this city (Philadelphia), at a cent and a hall each,
whereby children, servants, and the lowest people, had been tempted to
purchase, for the novelty of buying a book at so low a rate; my attention
was excited to find out what fund could afford so heavy an expense, for so
unworthy an object."' Boudinot resolved to dedicate much of his remaining life and fortune to building a counter-fund and counter-organization
for what he considered a more worthy object. His labors led to the formation of the New Jersey Bible Society in 1809 and the American Bible
Society in 1816.6

The Rev. Jedidiah Morse of Massachusetts was another orthodox
Christian Federalist who shared Boudinot's fears of the rising tide of
democracy and irreligion. Bred in the traditional doctrines of New
England Congregationalism, Morse believed that government should be
conducted by men of wisdom and virtue, its object to enforce morality

and right religion. With the traditional institutions of social order

church and state

now falling into the hands of Unitarians and
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Republicans, Morse urged the orthodox of New England to regroup and
to organize private associations to carry on the work of Christ's church on
earth. For his part, Morse helped to organize the Massachusetts Society
for the Promoting of Christian Knowledge in 1803 and, in 1814, the New

England Tract Society, a precursor to the American Tract Society of
1825. "Too long have good men stood still, in criminal supineness, or
silent despondence," Morse wrote, "while a flood of licentiousness has
been sweeping away the institutions of Christianity, and the landmarks of
our fathers.'"
Boudinot and Morse were prominent founders of what grew to be the

national Bible and tract societies, but their beliefs and their notions of
how those beliefs should be put into practice were typical of many
religious men in the early 19th century.' Despite their denominational
differences, they were quite similar in their fundamental religious, social,
and political values. They were staunch consvvatives, believers in tradition, deference, and hierarchy. In a sense they were 17th-century men,
mis-born into the 18th century, trying to come to terms with the 19th. On

the one hand, they looked to the past. They rejected the secular rationalism of the 18th-century enlightenment while longing for the ordered

religious communitarianism of early America. They feared the rise of
republicanism and liberal Christianity while mourning the decline of
Federalism and Calvinism. On the other hand, they looked to the future.
They embraced the Hamiltonian program of new industrialism and
economic development and the very modern world of large-scale private
organization.
Very quickly the dual commitment of such men to traditional values yet
modern means would produce what might be called the industrialization

of evangelism in America. At first, however, despite the will to
evangelize, the available organizational and technological means were as
old-fashioned as the religious ends.
Denominationalism was one force that slowed the growth of organized
evangelism, but an even more salient characteristic of these first Bible
and tract societies in the United States was localism. The first important
American tract society was founded in New Haven in 1807; the first Bible

society at Philadelphia in 1808. Within six years more than 100 Bible
societies and dozens of tract societies were organized. The Philadelphia
society was the largest, as well as the first, of the Bible societies. Its
founders had contemplated building a national organization but decided
such an effort would simply be impossible at that time. Instead, they and
the other local societies went their own ways, with little communication
or coordination among them.'
The denominationalism and especially the localism of the local Bible and

tract societies was a great annoyance to missionaries such as Samuel
Mills. When Mills was preparing for his missionary tour of the West in
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1814-15, he found that he had to solicit aid from a dozen or more local
societies to collect enough Bibles and tracts to make the trip worthwhile.
In his final report he complained that the local societies could not even
meet the needs of their areas, much less the rapidly growing needs of the
West. "It is a foul blot on our national character," he wrote. "Christian

America must arise and wipe it away. The existing Societies are not
able to do it. They want union; they want co-operation; they want
resources. If a National Institution cannot be formed, application ought to
be made to the British and Foreign Bible Society for aid.""
It is not surprising that Mills should talk of British aid, for the British

connection was the one major organizational link that transcended the
localism of the American societies. Neither the legacy of the Revolutionary War nor the War of 1812, even while in progress, dimmed the enthusiasm of these Federalist evangelicals for the mother country. In fact,
all of the American societies were to some extent dependent offspring of
the great British societies. The Religious Tract Society, founded in London !n 1799, was the source of nearly all of the tracts that were reprinted

and circulated by the early tract societies in America. The British and
Foreign Bible Society, founded in 1804, provided direct assistance to
most of the new American Bible societies in the form of cash contributions or donations of Bibles and New Testaments." One of the first acts of
the organizers of a new American society was usually to seek aid from
abroad. As in colonial times, trans-Atlantic links could be stronger than
links among the scattered communities of America, in spite of the widely
shared and growing enthusiasm throughout America for the missionary
cause.

In addition to providing material assistance, the British societies inspired the Americans with their vision of what religious mass media
should be. Their plan was to achieve unity and to avoid denominational
conflict by seeking the common denominator. The British and Foreign Bible Society agreed to publish the standard version of the Protestant Bible
only "without note or comment."" The tracts printed by the Religious
Tract Society in London and reprinted in America were usually brief
homilies on the most widely acceptable of conservative Christian doctrines, or were simple narratives of conversion experiences. They were
inexpensive pamphlets, about six inches by three and three-quarter inches in size, usually about four to 12 pages in length, and perhaps adorned
with a simple woodcut on the cover. One of the most popular tracts on
either side of the Atlantic in the early 19th century, for example, we.s
"The Swearer's Prayer," a little homespun story of a man who came to
realize that when he carelessly used God's name in vain he was actually
calling for his own damnation." According to the British plan, which the
Americans adopted almost verbatim, a good tract should be "pure truth,"
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"plain," "striking," "entertaining," and "full of ideas." Simplicity was the
key: nothing complex, nothing controversial."

With the British model for inspiration, the problem for the local

American societies was never lack of vision; the problem was lack of
money and lack of capacity for mass printing and mass distribution. The
history of the first 10 years of the New England Tract Society, before its
merger into the new American Tract Society in 1825, offers a case in
point. The society was organized in 1814 by Jedidiah Morse and several
other conservative Congregationalists, mainly associated with the Andover Theological Seminary. Their aim was expansive from the beginning: to build an organization, modeled after the Religious Tract Society of
England, that would serve as a national coordinator and publisher for
local societies throughout the United States." To help organize this wider
work, the society encouraged the formation of auxiliary societies and
regional tract depositories, hired a traveling agent in 1819, and began
publishing a magazine in 1824 to communicate with the branch societies."
By 1821 the directors of the society had conceived of a grand plan for at
least 100 well-stocked tract depositories, each serving 20 local societies,
and altogether circulating six million tracts per year. Even such a mam-

moth effort as this, the directors declared, would be only a first step

toward the ultimate goal of supplying every family in the country with a
complete set of tracts."
In fact, the New England Tract Society never came close to this goal.
With its roots in rural Andover, the society developed few ties to the
publishing and business worlds of Boston, much less to those of other ma-

jor cities. The society contracted with a number of printers to do its
work. It had no central printing location. In 1816 the society published

378,000 tracts, and over the next eight years the annual output was rarely more than 400,000. Each new tract was usually issued in an edition of
6,000 and then reprinted from time to time as demand warranted. In the
years before 1824, the society's annual expenditures for paper and printing only once exceeded $5,000 not a large printing business even in
that era. Even so, the society ran a debt every year between 1814 and
1824 except one, and in the same period received only about $8,500 in
outright donations."
The Bible societies were equally determined to spread the word to
every village, yet they found it equally difficult to do so. Many of the

larger American printers produced Bibles and New Testaments, but
these were almost invariably in editions too small or too expensive to
meet the demands perceived by Bible society organizers. Samuel Mills
found in 1814 that even the oldest and wealthiest of the groups, the
Philadelphia Bible Society, could make only a small donation of volumes
for his missionary trip to the West.°
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Eventually the will to print drove the organizers of the Bible mid tract
societies to adopt better ways to reach the best end. In both Bible and
tract work, the process was similar. One step was to seek and to promote
new printing technology that would be more efficient for mass publica-

tion. In the 1810s and 1820s, this meant stereotyping, steam-powered
printing, and machine papermaking. The Bible and tract societies were
pioneer developers of all three. Another step was to put aside denomina-

tional differences and to build a genuine national organization for
systematic distribution. A third step was to raise money. All three of
these steps, it seems, carried the evangelical publicists inexorably to one
place: New York.

"The Full Power of the Press"

New York in the 1810s and 1820s was engaged in a great commercial
rivalry with Philadelphia and Boston, and it was winning. By 1821 some
23 percent of the nation's imports came through New York. By 1831 the
proportion was 50 percent, and there was no longer any doubt that New
York was to be the great commercial metropolis of the New World. In the
single year of 1825, the year the Erie Canal opened, 500 new mercantile
businesses opened their doors in the city."

One New York firm that opened its doors that year was the newly
organized American Tract Society. The founders of the Tract Society
chose New York for the same reasons that other businesses did. New
York was the leader in technology, transportation, and money. These
were the worldly ingredients needed to turn God's divine will and man's
pious plans into reality. As the new secretary of the society remarked, a
publishing house in New York could print and distribute tracts "at so
cheap a rate and in such quantities as to meet the demands of the nation
. . . . The concentration of tract work in New York was what God designed."'"
The first reason for locating in New York was technological. New York
City after 1810 was the incubator of several new innovations in printing
that would prove highly useful for Bible and tract publishing. The most
important of these was stereotyping.
In stereotype printing, a facsimile of a page of type is produced by mak-

ing a mold from a page composed of moveable type and then casting a
solid metal "plate" in that mold. The stereotype plate can then be used in
a printing press, in place of a page of moveable type. Stereotyping was
especially valuable for mass printing, mainly because the printer did not
have to keep his capital locked up in standing type during a long press

run. Once a plate of a page is cast, the moveable types can be
redistributed and immediately used again. With a complete set of plates
for a work, the printer haS the flexibility to produce as many copies and
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as many editions, as frequently or infrequently, as he likes, without the
expense of either keeping type standing or resetting it. Because producing the plates is itself a considerable investment of capital and labor,
however, the savings of stereotyping grow large only on big jobs. Thus,

not surprisingly, the first works stereotyped were standard, steady
sellers such as Bibles."
The general idea of stereotyping was already old at the beginning of
the 19th century, but the process did not become practical or economical
until after 1802, when Lord Stanhope, the inventor of the Stanhope printing press, perfected the plaster-of-paris molding technique in England.23
By 1808 both Cambridge and Oxford university presses were printing
with stereotype plates, and one of their best customers was the British
and Foreign Bible Society." The "secret" of stereotyping was brought to
America in 1811 or 1812 by three or four type founders who had learned
the process from Stanhope or his associates in England. The first book
stereotyped in America was a catechism produced by John Watts in 1813.
About the same time, one or two others, notably David and George
Bruce, began work in stereotype founding. Significantly, all of the early
pioneers of stereotyping in America worked in New York City."
As in England, the first big customers of the stereotypers were the Bible societies. The Philadelphia Bible Society published a Bible in 1812
with plates imported from England, which were paid for largely by the

British and Foreign Bible Society. This was probably the first

stereotyped book printed in the United States. In 1816 the New York Bible Society began to publish its own Bibles from plates cast by Elihu
White in New York. Stereotyping required a sizable initial investment,
and the local New York society could not act alone. It needed the support,
in the form of capital and the promise of future orders, of other local
societies around the country.2' Not surprisingly the New York society in
1815 became one of the first of the major local societies to join with Elias
Boudinot's New Jersey group in efforts to form a national association." It
was no mere coincidence that the adoption of stereotype printing and the
movement toward a national organization based in New York occurred at
the same time.
After the American Bible Society was founded in May of 1816, the
Board of Managers of the new society determined that their "first exertions ought to be directed toward the procurement of well-executed
stereotype plates."28 Almost immediately the three stereotypers then

operating in New York began to compete for the business of the

American Bible Society. In August the board required sealed bids from
all three and awarded its first contract for three sets of plates to D. & G.
Bruce for $4,000. Meanwhile, the New York Bible Society voted to turn
over its plates to the new national society." By the end of its first year,
the American Bible Society had printed about 10,000 Bibles and was on
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its way to acquiring the capability of large-scale production. By the end of
its third year, the society owned eight sets of plates for the whole Bible

and two for the New Testament and was printing more than 70,000
volumes annually on eight hand presses in constant use. The acquisition
of stereotype plates would remain a major item in Bible Society budgets,
and the society would remain a major supporter of the handful of firms
that dominated the stereotype founding business in New York.3° By moving quickly into the new technology of stereotypography, the American
Bible Society was able to become a leading American book publisher by
1820, with a much smaller investment than a traditional moveable type
printing firm.
The tract sc.citties were somewhat slower than the Bible societies to
move into stereotype printing, doubtless because the process would not
have been as quickly valuable for small tracts as for Bibles. But with the
constant demand for new editions of the same tracts, the tract societies
also began to think about economies of scale in printing. And in 1823 the
New England Tract Society began the costly process of stereotyping its
tracts. The directors felt that this was a crucial part of their plan to build
a genuinely national publishing operation." In that same year the New
England society even changed its name to the American Tract Society to

proclaim its national commitment. But the capital investment for
stereotype plates was considerable, and the society's expenditures shot
up 131 percent in 1823-24, while its tract production increased by only 64
percent. The society's debt continued to mount as well."
By early 1825, despite the misgivings of some of the conservative New
England leadership, the American Tract Society was ready to merge
with other major local societies and to move its publishing operations to
New York. In announcing the new, consolidated American Tract Society,
formed in 1825 and based in New York, the founders declared that the
centralization of stereotype printing was "a powerful argument in favor
of union." "Tracts are now exceedingly cheap," they said, "but the Com- .
mittee are greatly deceived if the formation of the American Tract Society does not render them cheaper than they are now."33

With the organization of the American Tract Society in New York,
stereotyping became a major effort. Not only did the Boston and New
York local societies turn over their plates to the national organization,
but the new group also contracted for its own stereotyping, so that by the
end of its first year the society had stereotyped 155 tracts (some 2,000
pages).3' In planning for a new headquarters building, the American

Tract Society executive committee provided for the society's own
stereotype foundry in the basement. With this kind of enthusiasm for the
new technology of printing, it is little wonder that the executive committee spoke in its first annual report of the Christian obligation to use the

1 I;
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"mighty engine" of print just as God himself had used the written word to
reveal himself to man."

Stereotyping was probably the most important, but not the only,
technological innovation in printing that the Bible and tract societies
helped to bring into practical service in America. The societies were also
two of the first publishing houses in America to install steam-powered
presses. Of course power presses are not absolutely necessary for mass
printing; many hand presses will also do the job. And the Bible Society
had at least 20 hand presses at work constantly by the mid-1820s. Rut the
faster a single press can work, the more efficiently it can employ labor
and the capital tied up in stereotype plates. Cheaper labor could also be
hired to operate power presses (girls instead of men and boys, for example), a kind of efficiency not always greeted with sanguinity by the skilled
artisans of the printing trade. For the owners of capital, efficiency is efficiency; and from the beginning, the managers of both societies actively
encouraged innovations and improvements in the printing press itself."

Both societies were early adopters of Daniel Treadwell's steampowered bed-and-platen press, the first generally successful powered
printing press to be built in America. Treadwell, a Bostonian, had studied

steam-powered printing in England during a visit in 1820. The most

famous English power press at that time was the cylinder press
developed by Friedrich Koenig and first put into service on The Times of
London in 1814. The Koenig press was extremely fast, but it also was ex-

pensive to install, was hard on type, and was not suited to fine-quality
work. In America, where newspapers were highly localized and individual newspaper circulations were small, it was the book publishers
who pioneered in power printing. And for them, in the 1820s, the cylinder
press was unsuitable. What Treadwell did was to design and build in 1822

a press that stood, technologically, between the traditional hand press
and the new cylinder steam press. In Treadwell's design, much of the
work was still done by hand, and the pressure was applied downward by
a platen. But there was no bar to pull. The platen was moved by steam,
water, or horsepower; and the speed of the work was much faster than on

a hand press. The Treadwell press, later much improved by Isaac and
Seth Adams and others, remained the standard machine in much of the
publishing industry for more than 50 years."
The managers of the American Bible Society learned of Treadwell's ex-

periments as early as 1822 or 1823 and were immediately interested.
They contacted him in 1823 and began negotiations that would eventually

lead to the installation of 16 Treadwell presses by 1829. All of these
presses, incidentally, probably were built by Robert Hoe of New York
under a franchise arrangement with Treadwell." The firm R. Hoe &
Company, then in its infancy, grew to be the leading manufacturer of
printing presses in 19th-century America. The American Tract Society,
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almost immediately after its founding in 1825, began to move to steampowered printing, installing its first Treadwell press in 1826, the first in
New York. Nine more were soon added to the Tract Society's printing

plant."
At both the Tract Society and the Bible Society, the introduction of
mechanical power w,.s managed by Daniel Fanshaw, who was chief
printer for each of the two societies at different times in the 1820s. Fanshaw was the leading entrepreneur of the steam-powered bed-and-platen
press in New York City. He held exclusive rights to use the Treadwell
press in New York, and he was an avid enthusiast of power printing. In
the late 1820s he repeatedly sought loans and mortgaged his property to
finance more steam presses, and he was constantly nagging manufacturers such as R. Hoe for faster delivery. Fanshaw was also an expert in
the use of stereotype plates, having worked for D. & G. Bruce before
signing on with the Bible Society about 1817. Fanshaw seems to have
been more of a developer than an inventor, though he is sometimes listed
as a claimant to the title of the first steam-powered printer in America.
Except for some experimental work by Jonas Booth in the early 1820s,
Fanshaw's rows of Treadwell presses at the American Tract Society were
the first of a very long line of power presses in the publishing houses of
the city of New York."
In addition to its early promotion of stereotyping and power printing,
the Bible Society was also a pioneer supporter of machine papermaking in

the United States. Before 1800 papermaking was a slow, costly handicraft. A skilled workman made each sheet of paper separately on a
screen frame dipped by hand through a vat of water and macerated cloth

fibers. The first successful papermaking machine was developed by
Nicholas-Louis Robert in France in the late 1790s. Robert's machine,
which was later taken over by the Fourdrinier brothers of London, used
an "endless wire cloth" (screen belt), in place of the hand-held frame, to
produce an endless web of paper, without the need of skilled workmen. It
did the work, as Robert said in his patent application, at "infinite less ex-

pense."" Though Robert exaggerated the cost savings of his machine
somewhat, his process, under the name Fourdrinier, did revolutionize the

papermaking process, allowing for enormously increased production
while gradually cutting the price of paper by about 60 percent over the
first half of the 19th century."
The first papermaking machine in America, somewhat different from a
Fourdrinier, was developed by Thomas Gilpin of Delaware and put into

service in 1817. Gilpin's product immediately sparked the interest of
newspaper and book publishers, and the first American book to be
printed on American machine-made paper appeared in 1820, published by

Mathew Carey of Philadelphia. In the late 1820s several Fourdrinier
machines (the style of machine that proved most successful) were im-
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ported from England and France. Then in 1829 George Spafford and

James Phelps began to build their own improved Fourdrinier machines in
South Windham, Connecticut. The buyer of the first Fourdrinier papermaking machine to be built in America was Amos H. Hubbard, who had
been operating a handmade paper mill at Norwich, Connecticut." Hubbard was a chief paper supplier to the American Bible Society.
In its earliest years the Bible Society preferred paper imported from
France and southern Europe and tried aggressively to have Congress exempt its imports from the 30 percent duty imposed by the tariff of 1816."
The society also tirelessly shopped around among domestic papermakers
in the 1810s and early 1820s. By the end of the 1820s, the society had
developed major contracts with three or four manufacturers, including,
most prominently, Amos Hubbard." Iiubbard not only supplied paper to
the Bible Society, but also enthusiastically supported its work. He was an
active member of the very active Norwich auxiliary, and in August of
1829

just three months after the installation of his new Fourdrinier

he became a Life Member of the national society, making his
machine
donation in reams of paper rather than money."

The Bible Society was almost certainly Hubbard's chief customer,
perhaps his only customer, in the first few years after he automated his
mill. He worked closely with Daniel Fanshaw, the society's printer, to
rapidly expand Bible production in 1829 and 1830. Fanshaw had a few
complaints from time to time, but in general the Bible Society was pleased with the quality and the price of Hubbard's machine-made paper. Hubbard by 1830 was a true believer in the process. "I find that the Papermakers generally do not feel very cordial towards me because I sell paper
so cheap," he wrote. "One man remarked that it would oblige him to stop
his Mill."47

By the late 1820s the managers of both the Bible and the Tract societies
in stereotyping,
felt that they had developed the technical expertise
to
make
the
whole
nation their auprinting, and paper manufacturing
dience. In 1827, the year after they had moved to steam printing, the officers of the Tract Society announced confidently that they could place at
least one tract into the hands of every American in a single year. "Twelve
millions of inhabitants are indeed a great many; but twelve millions of
tracts can be printed and printed in one year, with no essential sacrifice
to the community . . . this can be done." Modern religious tract work,
they said, "brings the art of stereotyping, and the full power of the press,
of which every body has spoken, but the extent of which perhaps no one

has ever duly estimated, to bear, in all the perfection of their energy,
upon the moral welfare of our country.""

The leaders of the Bible Society were equally confident. In 1829 society
secretary James Milnor declared that the printing plant had the capacity
between 500,000 and
to produce a Bible for every family in the land
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600,000 annually. "It is apparent," he told the annual meeting in May of

1829, "that there can be printed and bound, and issued from this
Depository, during the ensuing two years, and for every succeeding
period, all the Bibles and Testaments that public exigency in its most extended requisition can call for at our hands.""
"Systematic Organization"

The capacity of the print shop, however, was not the sole measure of
success for mass media; this the leaders of both societies well understood.
The nation must be systematically organized, and large sums of money
must be raised. To this end, the societies' founders resolved to set aside
denominational and doctrinal differences and to build unified, centralized
national organizations.

Both societies were built upon the hope that the missionary impulse
would prove stronger than denominationalism. And to some extent this
turned out to be true, though both societies, especially the Tract Society,
were supported mainly by the traditionally conservative church bodies.
Following the British example, unity was achieved by seeking the lowest
common denominator. For the Bible Society, this meant that the Bible
would be published "without note or comment." The founders could agree
on little else beyond the centrality of the Bible; but for the society's purpose, this was enough." Similarly the Tract Society resolved to publish
only those tracts that would not offend any of the participating denominations. "The different denominations composing the Publishing Committee, come to their work with the solemn and honest stipulation to be each
the protector of his own peculiarities," declared the Executive Committee
in 1825; "and in this labour of mercy to publish and distribute such Tracts

only, as shall inculcate those great doctrines in which they all harmonize."" For the American Tract Society, broad agreement on "a few
great facts" was always a prime organizational consideration."

The next step beyond interdenominational cooperation was the
building of a genuine national organization. To this end both societies

organized elaborate systems of local auxiliary societies and branch
distributors. In the same report in which it proclaimed its ability to print
12 million tracts a year, the Tract Society entreated its members: "Let
the Society itself be roused to proper effort; let Branches and Auxiliaries
be formed in our large cities and towns, in the capital of every State, and
the chief town of every County, and Auxiliaries be formed in every parish
and neighborhood, throughout the land." The Rev. Minor, an officer of
both societies, put the matter succinctly: "The machinery of a mill may be
mechanically perfect in all its parts, but not a wheel will move without the
impetus of water. And so those stereotype plates, giving so much facility
to the art of printing, and those power-presses, multiplying with such
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unexampled rapidity impressions of the sacred pages, to produce their
expected results, must be put in motion, and to put them in motion,
pecuniary means must be supplied, and for these means, the occupants of
these plates and presses must be dependent on their Auxiliaries.""
Both societies labored throughout the 1820s to establish national networks of branches and auxiliaries for raising funds and for distributing
their products. The Bible Society increased its network of local auxiliaries
from 207 in 1820 to 645 by 1829. The Tract Society had formally recognized 713 branches and auxiliaries by 1829." Many of the newer societies
were located in the West and in the new South, where the evangelicals
felt the need for religious missionary work was most pressing.
Though the auxiliaries of both societies were increasingly far-flung, the

centers of operations remained in New York; and each society in the

1820s gradually centralized and systematized the power of the New York
organization.
New York was chosen, not only because of its growing leadership in
printing technology, but also because of its growing dominance as the nation's communications center in the new age of canals, steamboats, and
ocean packets. "If the signs of the times call for a Nationa; Institution,"
the organizers of the American Tract Society declared, "where might we

look for the seat of its operations, unless where there are greater

facilities of ingress and egress, and more extended, constant, and direct
intercommunications with foreign ports, and every part of our interior,
than are to be found in any other locality in the nation? . . . Merchants
assemble here, and opportunities are constantly presented for sending
Tracts at a very small expense, and very frequently at no expense at all,
to the remotest parts of the land, and of engaging the proper persons to
use their influence in distributing them . . . . The City of New-York,
eminently distinguished by its natural and local advantages, its accummulating population, and its increasing commercial prosperity and influence, seems destined, in the wisdom of Divine Providence, to become
the centre of these extended operations.""
The Bible Society had already found the same opportunities in New
York: "The constant intercourse maintained between a great metropolis,
like New-York, with other ports, and with the interior of the country in
every direction, supplies opportunities, at every season of the year, of
conveying Bibles, with cheapness, security, and expedition, to the most
distant places. And when to these propitious circumstances is added the
comparative difference of expense in conducting an establishment on a
large and on a contracted scale, in the purchase of materials, the cost of
labor, and the superior execution of the work, the Managers feel warranted in the belief, that Bibles, issued from the general Depository of
this Society, can be afforded at a much lower rate, in proportion to their
quality, than from any other source."5B
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The watchword was "sys Lematic organization," a phrase that appears
frequently in both societies' literature. The centralization of all printing

was the obvious first step. In its earliest years the Bible Society experimented with branch printing, lending a set of stereotype plates in
1816

to the Kentucky Bible Society at Lexington. But the managers soon

abandoned this experiment and decided by 1823 that the best and
cheapest work could be done only at the society's own house in New
York." By 1825, when the Tract Society was founded, it was already
clear that centralized printing was preferable. The next step for both
societies was to transform what tended to be scattered, autonomous local
societies into auxiliaries subsidiary to a centralized, national organization.

To some extent this transformation had to depend upon voluntary
cooperation and persuasion. To build a cooperative, unF ,d system of
auxiliaries, both societies organized formal communication networks. The

Tract Society continued the American Tract Magazine, begun by the
New England Society in 1824, which was filled with correspondence from
the various branches as well as suggestions and guidelines from the national office. The Bible Society published a similar newsletter for auxiliaries called Monthly Extracts. Each issue carried the admonition: "It is
recommended that these Extracts be read at the meetings of the Board of
Directors of each Auxiliary and Branch Bible Society and Bible Associa-

tion." The national offices also required regular reports from local
societies, specified in detail how local societies should be organized and

operated, and chastised those that didn't live up to their obligations."
Both national societies recognized that the auxiliaries were the key to
systematic distribution, although the lingering localism of American institutions sometimes frustrated their drive toward centralized authori-

ty."
Though largely dependent upon voluntary cooperation, each national
office had some direct power to enforce its will. The structures of the
organizations, for example, vested administrative authority in the hands
of small executive boards, which tended to be dominated year after year
by the same small cliques of New Yorkers and New Englanders. The Constitution of the American Bible Society even specified that 24 of the 36
managers must reside in New York City or its vicinity. The constitutions
of both societies also provided that auxiliaries must support the national
organization financially in order to receive Bibles and tracts at discounted
rates." Though some of the stricter constitutional provisions were even-

tually relaxed, the national offices usually were able to use their centralized administrative power and control over the source of the product
to turn the local societies to their point of view.
Another centralizing organizational technique was the employment of

traveling agents hired directly by the national office. Bible and Tract
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society agents were a kind of cross between religious missionaries and
traveling booksellers. They were hired, directed, and usually supported
by the national office. The Bible Society's first agent, Richard D. Hall,
began work in 1822, and in his first year's service he traveled 3,000 miles
preaching, chatting, exhorting, and organizing some 35 new auxiliaries. Hall's calling depended upon the improvements in transportation
that were beginning to appear in America in that era, but he found that in
1822 the transportation revolution had not worked its wonders
everywhere. He wrote from Wheeling, in the Ohio River valley: "I arrived at this place last Monday, and in consequence of so much unfavorable
weather, and great fatigue in traveling, and intolerable roads, I am nearly outdone." The society, however, was very pleased with Hall's itinerancy; by 1828 the American Bible Society had 12 agents in the field."
The Tract Society also employed a dozen or more agents in the 1820s,
especially in the sparsely populated regions of the Ohio and Mississippi
valleys. Later the American Tract Society became famous for its extenthe so-called "colporteurs"
sive use of traveling missionary/salesmen
of the mid-to-late 19th century."
"The Benevolent Empire"
technical and organizational cost money,
All of these innovations
and money was a third reason for locating in New York. Of course the
bulk of receipts for both societies came in the form of payment for books

and tracts. Both societies were always scrambling as well for outright
donations. New York City may have been somewhat less pious than a
place like Boston, but those New Yorkers who were pious tended to have
more money. Many, in fact, were themselves New Englanders by birth
and faith, though nascent New Yorkers by business. 63 And at least some

of these evangelical New York businessmen were in a position by the
1820s to endow Christian benevolence with financial clout. The American
Bible Society, for example, was able easily and quickly to raise $22,500 in
the early l 820s for a new building. Similarly the Tract Society was drawn

to New York in part because a handful of New York philanthropists
pledged $25,000 to put up a building and get the new organization
started." In the 1820s it seemed that New York was a place where men
could afford to be benevolent.

Probably the most benevolent of all was Arthur Tappan, a native of
Northampton, Massachusetts, who made a fortune in New York in the
import trade. Tappan supported dozens of philanthropic and reform
causes, ranging from pure missionary crusades to radical antislavery.

From the beginning, one of his major interests was the work of the
American Tract Society. He was one of four New Yorkers who underwrote the society's founding, and he financed the purchase of the society's
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first Treadwell steam presses in 1826. In all he gave at least $20,000. He
also served on the finance committee and, when needed, delivered tracts
door to door. Tappan also gave the American Bible Society at least $5,000
in the late 1b20s." Arthur Tappan was perhaps unique in the breadth and
depth of his munificence. Yet Tappan was part of a wealthy and growing

subculture in New York that seemed to bring together, for a time at
to help produce what has
least, traditional piety and modern finance
come to be known as "the benevolent empire" of the 1820s and 1830s.66

For both the American Bible Society and the American Tract Society,
the 1820s were years of millennial optimism. Indeed, real progress was
made toward the goal of establishing genuine mass religious media in
America. The Bible Society began the decade printing about 60,000
Bibles and New Testaments annually. In 1828 the society printers turned
out 100,000 for the first time, and then more than 300,000 annually over
the next two years. The society also was able to improve the quality of its
work while at the same time to reduce the price of the least expensive
volumes. In 1820 the cheapest Bible sold for 60 cents, the cheapest New
Testament for 22 cents. In 1828 the society began to issue a cloth-bound
New Testament for 12 cents and reduced the cheapest Bible to 50 cents."
The Tract Society printed nearly 700,000 tracts in the first year after
its founding in 1825 slightly more than eight million pages. In 1829 the
61 million pages
as
society produced more than six million tracts
well as more than 100,000 Christian Almanacks, books, and other publica-

tions. The nominal price for tracts remained 1 cent per 10 pages
throughout the decade, but the society gradually improved the quality of
the product by adding illustrations and free covers." These prices do not
necessarily reflect the actual cost to the final consumer, of course. In the
case of both Bibles and tracts, large numbers were purchased at cost by

auxiliary societies and then simply given away to the public free of
charge.
This kind of production placed both societies, particularly the Bible

Society, in the first rank of American publishers by the late 1820s
though not at the very top. The largest and most prosperous publisher of
that era, the model for later large houses such as Harpers, was Carey &
Lea of Philadelphia. In 1829, an especially good year, Carey & Lea

counted receipts of $202,000, twice the Bible Society's receipts of
$101,000. But it seems unlikely that Carey produced more volumes than
the Bible Society. Carey & Lea still served a traditionally diversified
market, with many titles issued in editions of a few hundred copies, often
sold by subscription. In the 1820s Carey had only begun to move into
what would become a genuinely popular literature. Carey's best-selling
author in the 1820s, for example, was James Fenimore Cooper, the most
popular American author at the time. Cooper's novels were published in
editions ranging from 2,000 to 6,500 copies (the latter for The Red Rover
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of 1828).69 Such large editions portended the large-scale popular publication that would come in the 1830s, 1840s, and 1850s. But in the 1820s no

publisher could match the enormous editions turned out at the Bible
Society's house in New York City. As early as 1827, in fact, the managers

of the society reported, matter-of-factly, that "printing of Bibles and
Testaments in this country has fallen, in a good measure, into the hands
of the American Bible Society."
Indeed, in 1829, with thousands of stereotype plates at hand, with rows
of steam-powered presses in place, with endless webs of paper flowing
from Hubbard's and others' Fourdrinier machines, and with hundreds of
branches and auxiliaries ready and waiting, the American Bible Society
and the American Tract Society each felt confident to make a momentous
decision: They formally adopted explicit plans to supply everyone in the
United States with Bibles and tracts.
"General Supply"

At the annual meeting of the American Bible Society in May 1829, the

Rev. James Milnor, speaking for the board of managers, proposed a
resolution that the society supply a Bible to every family in the United
States that needed one, and to do it within two years." The resolution
passed easily, for it was the culmination of years of study, debate, and
planning within the society. To reach everyone always had been the
ultimate goal, of course; but before 1829 some leaders of the society ha4
felt that it would be unwise to bind the society to a specific short-range
goal that would be impossible to achieve. Now it appeared that the im-

possible was possible after all. In the 1820s the technical basis for
America's first mass media had been laid. The managers were clearly awed by the unprecedented nature of such a plan: "In the course of events

that have marked the age in which we live, few of a more striking
character have occurred than the measure adopted at the late anniversary of the American Bible Society."
Success in this first "general supply," as they called it, depended upon
systematic surveys and organized distributions at the level of the local
auxiliaries. There seemed to be evidence by 1829 that these things could
be done. Ten state organizations at that time were already engaged in efforts to canvass and supply "destitute" families in their areas. They had
or at least thought they had the capability to knock on virtually
every door in their state. Several of the larger state societies pledged to
the general effort not only cooperation in the distribution of Bibles but
financial support as well. The New Hampshire society pledged $12,000;
Vermont pledged $10,000; Connecticut $10,000; and so on. Wealthy individuals, including the usual New Yorkers, also offered aid. Arthur Tappan, for example, pledged $5,000 for the "general supply." Though the
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auxiliaries sometimes had been an annoyance to the central authorities in
New York, now the auxiliaries in all parts of the country appeared to be
not only aroused to service but capable of "systematic o-ganization" and
"judicious and systematic division of labor.""
The "general supply" elf every family in the country in two years turned

out to be the sort of task the pessimists 'lad feared: impossible. At the
end of two years, in 1831, the managers had to admit that, while they had

God on their side, nature seemed set against their efforts. Population
growth and mobility, especially in the West, made surveys difficult and
quickly outdated. An unusually severe winter in 1830.31 throughout the

country made distributions at times impossible. Yet the results were
striking nonetheless; and the managers were pleased and optimistic that
the goal could still be reached. "The greater part of the work is already
done," they declared in 1831, "and can soon be brought to a happy and
triumphant conclusion." They estimated that the work was "substantially
completed" in 13 states and territories, mainly in the East; three-fourths
completed in eight states and territories; one-half completed in two; and
less than one-half in four, all in the western South." Altogether the society distributed 480,766 Bibles and New Testaments during the two years
of the "general supply." Over the three-year period, 1829-1831, the society's presses printed more than a million volumes."

TABLE 1
Printing Production and Unit Production Costs,
American Bible Society, 1821-1831
Year (ending

No. volumes

in May)

printed

No. Bible Equivalents (BE)

Paper cost
per BE

printed
1821
1822

1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831

59,000
36,625
52,600
77,225
48,500
81,000
76,734
118,250
344,500
307,250
270,000

Printing
cost per
BE

38,000
22,000
33,000
47,213
32,450
48,275
51,709
81,150
223,340
254,948
225,200

624
424
464
224

19.9'

47'

19.5'

354
464
344

17.2'

11'

18.94

15.0'
14.0°
16.0°
13.5°
11.6°

12.2'
10.1'
a "Bible Equivalent" is a standardized unit of measure. It is the production of the Bible
Society (Bibles, New Testaments, and Gospels) expressed in terms of what that
production would have been if only complete Bibles had been produced. For a fuller
244
224

explanation of how and why this statistic was computed, see the appendix.
Source: American Bible Society, Annual Reports (New York, 1821. 1831).
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Table 1 shows the striking increase in production at the American Bible
Society in the late 1820s and early 1830s. The data also suggest that the

introduction of modern technology quickly helped to lower costs

significantly as early as 1829, when the society installed steam-powered
presses and began to use machine-made paper. The average cost for
paper per Bible Equivalent in the eight years 1821 to 1828 was 41.8 cents.
In the three years 1829 to 1831 the average cost was 19.0 cents, a decline
of 55 percent. Meanwhile, the cost of printing fell from an average of 16.8
cents per Bible Equivalent in 1821-1828 to 11.3 cents in 1829-1831, a
decline of 33 percent. (For a definition of the term "Bible Equivalent" and
a description of how the cost figures reported in Table 1 were computed,
see the appendix.)
The grand vision of a "general supply" also possessed the leaders of the

American Tract Society, and the first well-planned movement in that
direction began in New York City, also in 1829. The New-York City Tract
Society developed what came to be known as "The Systematic Monthly
Distribution" plan. The goal was simple: to place in the hands of every city resident at least one tract, the same tract, each month. The idea was
the ideology of modern mass media: to have everyone reading and talking
about the same thing at the same time. The plan involved a complicated
network of ward committees and district distributors. Under the plan,
the city's 14 wards were divided into 500 districts, with about 60 families
per district. Each ward had a committee and a chairman, and each district
at least one door-to-door distributor. In March of 1829, when the project
began, the society counted 28,771 family units in the city and visited all of
them. According to the society's report for the month, 28,383 families
were willing to take a tract; only 388 declined."
The whole process was meticulously organized, mainly by such
evangelical businessmen as Arthur Tappan (in charge of Ward 5) and his
brother Lewis (in charge of Ward 1). Each district distributor was provided with a printed card of instructions, forms for reporting back to the central committee, and, of course, the proper supply of the tract-of-themonth. The instructions were very explicit, describing precisely when
and how the district canvass and distribution should be done." By 1831
the New York society was delivering more than five million pages of
tracts per year to the city's 36,000 families. In addition, some of the more

aggressive distributors had begun systematic distribution at the city's
wharfs, markets, hospitals, and public institutions. By 1833 more than
700 distributors were regularly engaged in this "efficient effort."

Other cities picked up on the New York plan. Some 200 New England
towns, including Boston, had launched monthly distribution programs by
1831. Philadelphia, Baltimore, Charleston, and other large cities also had
programs under way. Even some rural counties were wholly covered, including some sparsely populated areas of the West. The national office of
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the Tract Society publicized the New York plan heavily and pressed it
upon its auxiliaries and branches everywhere. While not disparaging
what it called "miscellaneous distributions," the society's executive cornmittee argued that only systematic, organized efforts would lead to the
great goal of reaching all. 80
Like the Bible Society's "general supply" of 1829-31, the Tract Society's

"Systematic Monthly Distribution" over the same period was ostensibly a
failure. The executive committee admitted in 1831 that some 10 million

Americans were still beyond the net of the society's legions of
distributors. Yet, like their colleagues at the Bible Society, the Tract
Society directors were optimistic of eventual success. Remarkably, two
million to three million people were being reached by the monthly efforts,
at least fairly regularly. In the years 1829 to 1831 the society's production
of tracts never fell below 5 million annually. Counting all its publications,
the American Tract Society annually printed at least five pages for every
man, woman, and child in A merica.°'

Table 2 shows the growth of tract production at the American Tract
Society in the late 1820s and early 1830s. Compared to the Bible Society,
however, the cost trend for the Tract Society is more difficult to follow.
The data in Table 2 seem to show a significant difference in costs between

the New England Tract Society before 1824 and the New York-based
American Tract Society after 1825. Because the national Tract Society
after 1825 moved increasingly into fancier tracts, book publication, and
other more expensive printing, it is difficult to trace cost changes over

time. In general the data seem to suggest that costs remained fairly
steady, though the quality and diversity of the product was upgraded
considerably. (For a discussion of some of the complexities of cost accounting, see the appendix.)
fn short, both societies pushed themselves and their machines to the
limit in the years 1829 to 1831, the years of the first "general supply" and
the first "systematic distributions." These peaks of production were not

reached again until 1836, on the eve of the Panic of 1837. For both
societies the period 1829-1831 was the time of realization that the creation
of mass media was possible in America.
The Wonder of Mass Media

Spreading the word by cheap books and tracts was missionary work

well suited to the American scene, in the view of the evangelical
publicists of the 1820s. They described their work as part of a new
American age of innovation, discovery, and progress. They spoke of
religious tracts in the same terms that would later be applied to popular
American journalism and fiction: "short," "interesting," "pungent,"
"striking," "entertaining," yet "unassuming"
just the thing for a
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TABLE 2

Printing Production and Unit Production Costs,
New England Tract Society and American Tract
Society, 1821-1831
Society

New
England

Tract
Society

American

No. pages
printed,

Production
cost per

printed I

All pubs.b

10 pages C

1821
1822
1823
1824

468,000
255,500
470,000
770,000

4,680,000
2,555,000
4,700,000
7,700,000

1.0'
1.0'
0.8'
1.0'

1827
1828
1829
1830
1831

3,117,100
5,019,000
6,268,000
5,239,000
5,383,000

44,545,100
74,657,200
88,432,000
77,577,100
68,786,000

0.59*

Year (ending in May)

No. regular

tracts

0.53'
0.53'
Society
0.64'
0.49'
English-language
tract,
which
was the
a "Regular tract" means the standard duodecimo
in
staple of the Tract Society. Foreign language tracts and children's tracts, printed
much smaller numbers, are not included here.
based on
b The total page figures for the New England Tract Society years are estimates
around
10
pages.
The
page
figures
for the
the simple fact that the average tract was
Tract

American Tract Society years are less rough, but they also have some estimates
embedded within them. See the appendix.

c

During the New England Tract Society years, production costs were reported in
aggregated form: "Expense for paper, printing, etc." During the American Tract
Society years, costs were reported in more detail. These figures were made as

comparable as possible, including for the years 1827 to 1831 expenditures for paper,
printing, and binding.
of
Source: American Tract Society (New England), Proceedings of the First Ten Years
Annual
the American Tract Society (Boston, 1824); American Tract Society (New York),
Reports (New York: 1827-1831).9f1700

youTig, busy, mobile population of sinners. Like the hawkers of factual

"news" in the penny press of the 1830s and 1840s, the tract promoters
declared their inspirational conversion stories to be "authentic narratives." "Ours is a nation of freemen," the Tract Society proclaimed, "accustomed to think and act for themselves; an enlightened, investigating,
reading people." All they needed were the facts. In addition, every man
he needed only an armful of tracts.
could be a missionary in America
And, finally, tract work was cheap. "Perhaps in no way can the message
of the Gospel be conveyed to more individuals at less expense."°z
"To more individuals at less expense" this, of course, was a dictum
that made sense for messages other than the message of the Gospel; and

reformers and publicists of a more secular bent soon borrowed the
methods of the Bible and Tract societies. The 1830s, in fact, saw a great
evangelical outpouring of reform enthusiasm and a great growth of volun-
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tary association and associational publication. Popular commercial
publishing

especially popular journalism

also burst into prominence

and public favor in the 1830s. In nearly every area of publication, the
printing industry in the major cities, especially New York, prospered;
and innovations in power printing, stereotyping, and papermaking
pioneered by the Bible and Tract societies
combined to reduce the
costs of all kinds of publications."

Many secular associations would eventually adopt the printing,
distribution, and organizational methods of the Bible and Tract societies.
One of the first to do so was the American Anti-Slavery Society. The experience of the Anti-Slavery Society with mass media in the 1830s sug-

gests that the pioneering work of the Bible and Tract societies would
have far-reaching implications.
The American Anti-Slavery Society was a rather small collection of im-

mediate abolitionists who had very little standing in the realms of
political power or public opinion in 1833, the year the society was founded. But the Anti-Slavery Society did have leaders who had studied, in the

Bible and Tract societies, the uses of the cheap printed word. These
leaders included, perhaps most notably, Arthur and Lewis Tappan of
New York City."
With the organizational and financial support of the Tappan brothers,

the Anti-Slavery Society launched in the 1830s its own systematic
distribution of abolitionist materials, its own version of a "general supply." In 1835 the society flooded the mails with more than a million pieces

of antislavery literature, sent free to people all over the country, including the South. The materials ranged from four new monthly journals
and a children's newspaper to tracts, woodcuts, handkerchiefs, and even

chocolate wrappers. This "great postal campaign" has been called the
first flowering of the printing revolution in America." It was not. It was
in many ways simply another campaign in the tract war that the Tappans
and others had been waging for more than 10 years.
The reaction to these abolitionist tracts and pamphlets, however, was
decidedly different from the reaction to "The Swearer's Prayer," "The
Dairyman's Daughter," or the pocket New Testament. The reaction was

close to hysterical. Southern newspapers thundered; mobs gathered;
legislatures assembled to ban the importation of "incendiary literature."

One Southerner, writing to an evangelical friend, captured the grim
foreboding that seized the South: "When I think of the myriads . . . of
papers . . . from the prolific press in New York . . . diffusing at once delusion and bitterness in the North, and exasperation through the South; of
our own impudence in offering rewards for Tappan . . ., of our lynchings
and excessive irritability throughout this whole season of agitation, how
is it possible to avoid fearing the worse?"" For many Americans, in the
North as well as the South, the postal campaign was clear evidence that
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abolitionism was an enormously rich and powerful conspiracy, centered in
New York, which was determined to destroy traditional local values and

institutions. For them, this nationalization of organization and communication was a threat to the decentralized structure of American
republicanism .87

In reality the American Anti-Slavery Society was neither rich nor
powerful. It only seemed so because printing, paper, and postage had
become increasingly cheap. Indeed, this campaign did signal a new order
of things, and it did emanate from New York. But it was not a mammoth
whether religious or
conspiracy. It was simply the way evangelism
otherwise would now be done in modern America.

On July 29, 1835, a band of men broke into the U.S. Post Office in
Charleston, South Carolina, and carried off a number of mailbags that had
arrived from New York City, stuffed with abolitionist tracts, magazines,
and newspapers. The next night, amid hanging effigies of Arthur Tappan

and other antislavery leaders, some 3,000 Charlestonians watched and
cheered as the abolitionist literature was put to the torch.88 Ironically,
what shocked and horrified these Charleston men and women was the
same thing that had pleased the Rev. William Dickey and his parishioners
in western Kentucky just 20 years before. It was the wonder of mass
media.

Between 1815 and 1835, centralized, systematic mass publication had
become part of the American way of doing things. The origin, this paper
argues, was religious and evangelical. This evangelical spirit, however,
was expansive and not easily contained. Perhaps on that July night in
Charleston in 1835 the full implications of what it means to live in a mass
media society first began to rise in the minds of Americans. But by 1835 a
few bonfires were already very much too late.
APPENDIX
The Cost of Bible and Tract Production, 1821-1831

The annual reports of the American Bible Society and the American
Tract Society include data on the output of the societies' printing shops
and on expenditures for categories of items, including paper, printing,
and binding. Estimates of the costs of production can be computed from
these data. Unfortunately these estimates must be quite rough for both
societies, especially the Tract Society, because of problems inherent in
the data. The problems are described in this appendix; the estimates are
reported in Tables 1 and 2 in the text.
The chief problems are these:
(1) Unit of Production. The first problem in figuring average costs of
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production over time was to determine a standardized unit of production.
Each society produced different products in different quantities at different times, yet only broad categories of expenditures were reported.
For example, th-:, Bible Society produced New Testaments and Gospels as
well as complete Bibles; the Tract Society published books, almanacs, and
magazines as well as tracts. But expenditures for printing, paper, etc.,
were not broken down by class of product. In order to compare different

outputs and costs over time, the Bible Society's production was standardized in terms of "Bible Equivalents" and the Tract Society's production in terms of "pages." For the Bible Society, the total number of Bible
Equivalents (BE) in a year equals the number of Bibles plus the number
of New Testaments (NT) and Gospels (G) expressed as proportions of
whole Bibles. That is, BE = B + (NT x 0.3) + (G x 0.03). The weights 0.3
and 0.03 are based upon the normal size of standard King James New
Testaments and Gospels compared to complete Bibles. The page was used

as the unit of analysis for the Tract Society, because sometimes (not
always, alas) the total number of pages printed was given in the annual
reports. Sometimes, however, only the total number of pages of tracts
was given; the number of copies of magazines and almanacs was given,

but not the number of pages. In these cases the number of pages was
estimated in order to arrive at a total production figure for each year expressed in terms of total pages.
(2) Changes in Quality. Despite these efforts at standardization, one
important factor could not be standardized: quality. This was probably
the chief imponderable. Both societies claimed to have upgraded the
quality of paper used over time, but this could not be measured. No
volume figures on paper consumption were reported, and no unit cost
figures just total annual expenditures by category. The Tract Society

certainly increased the quality of its products significantly over the
with woodcuts, engravings, and stiff paper covers as well as better
paper. The Bible Society also claimed that its books in the late 1820s were
superior in materials and workmanship compared to the early years. Both
1820s,

societies printed different products in different size formats as well,
which could not be taken into account.
(3) Meanings of Categories. For neither society is the exact meaning of

an expenditure category altogether clear. The Tract Society seems to

have included the cost of stereotype plates under their "printing"
category; the Bible Society did not. More importantly, it is not clear in
what way and at what rate the capital cot of new printing presses was
being amortized by the annual printing charges to the societies. These
and other uncertainties make it difficult to say exactly what the per-unit
cost of printing was, year by year. For example, the Tract Society was
making heavy investments in stereotype plates in the late 1820s, which
kept "printing" expenditures misleadingly high.
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(4) Aggregation. The financial reports of the Bible Society before 1821

do not contain breakdowns of expenditures by the same categories
(paper, printing, binding, etc.) as the reports for 1821 and after. The
same is true of the Tract Society before 1827. In general the Tract Society

tended to aggregate more expenditures into fewer categories than did
the Bible Society. Between 1832 and 1834, the Bible Society did not disag-

gregate Bibles and New Testaments. These and other little changes in
record-keeping created difficulties in investigating trends over time. Problems of aggregation largely explain the choices of dates and categories in
the tables.
(5) Carry-over of Bills and Supplies. Charges for printing, paper, and

other services were sometimes carried over from one year to the next.
Paper was sometimes stockpiled in one year and used in another. But
there is no indication of when this was done. Thus, production figures and

expenditures listed for a given year are not necessarily congruent. For
this reason, it is dangerous to put much stock in year-to-year fluctuations.
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